The University Sourcebook is a compilation of current administrators, faculty, and staff who can speak with the media about certain subjects or areas. Be advised that the Division of Strategic Communications remains the primary resource for media inquiries.

Please send any changes or updates to Judy Wolf in Strategic Communications at 765-285-1595 or jawolf@bsu.edu.

Division of Strategic Communications

Joan Todd, associate vice president for strategic communications, chief communications officer, 765-285-1560, jtodd@bsu.edu

Can answer questions about: media requests for President Paul Ferguson and Julie Hopwood, administrative matters, trustees, legal questions
If Joan cannot be reached, her immediate backup is Lisa Renze-Rhodes, lrenze@bsu.edu, 765-285-5948

Marc Ransford, senior media strategist, 765-285-1570, 0omeransford@bsu.edu, cell: 765-717-9783

Can answer questions about: College of Applied Sciences and Technology; College of Sciences and Humanities; College of Communication, Information, and Media; Miller College of Business; institutional facts and figures

Lisa Renze-Rhodes, director of media strategy, 765-285-5948, lrenze@bsu.edu

Can answer questions about: Teachers College, College of Architecture and Planning, community outreach, online and distance education

Gail Werner, media relations strategist, internal communications, 765-285-5731, glwerner@bsu.edu, cell: 260-438-4493

Can answer questions about: Ball State Communications Center, College of Fine Arts, Honors College, national scholarship winners and major student awards, university social media

ACADEMICS

(Note: This list of departments is not comprehensive; refer to our directory for a complete listing of all departments grouped by colleges)
COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY (CAST)

Mitch Whaley, dean, 765-285-5818, mwhaley@bsu.edu

Jayanthi Kandiah, associate dean, professor of nutrition and dietetics, 765-285-5955, jkandiah@bsu.edu

Anthony Mahon, associate dean, professor of exercise science, 765-285-5827, tmahon@bsu.edu

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES

Sotiris Hji-Avgoustis, chairperson, professor, 765-285-5922, shjiavgousti@bsu.edu

Robin Box, assistant professor, 765-285-4066, rbox@bsu.edu
Expert about: early childhood care programs, general family and consumer sciences areas

Scott Hall, assistant chairperson, associate professor of family relations, 765-285-5943, sshall@bsu.edu

Amber Haroldson, assistant professor of nutrition, 765-285-7940, arharoldson@bsu.edu

Interior Design

Reza Ahmadi, program director, associate professor, 765-285-1471, rahmadi@bsu.edu

Residential Property Management

Carla Earhart, professor, 765-285-3707, cearhart@bsu.edu

KINESIOLOGY

Tom Weidner, chairperson, George and Frances Ball Distinguished Professor of Athletic Training, 765-285-5039, tweidner@bsu.edu

Larry Judge, associate professor of physical education, coordinator of the graduate athletic coaching education program, 765-285-4211, lwjudge@bsu.edu

Scott Trappe, director of the Human Performance Laboratory, John and Janice Fisher Professor of Exercise Science, 765-285-1145, strappe@bsu.edu
TECHNOLOGY

Sam Cotton, chairperson, professor of technology, 765-285-5642, scotton@bsu.edu

COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING

Phil Repp, interim dean, 765-285-1669, prepp@bsu.edu

Michel Mounayar, associate dean, 765-285-5859, mmounaya@bsu.edu

Joe Blalock, chairperson of the landscape architecture department, associate professor, Master of Urban Design program (Indianapolis Center), 765-285-4258, jblalock@bsu.edu

Simon Bussiere, assistant professor, department of landscape architecture, 413-548-4078, sbussiere@bsu.edu

Andrea Swartz, interim chairperson of the department of architecture, professor of architecture, 765-285-2262, aswartz@bsu.edu

Mary Ann Heidemann, Center for Historic Preservation, 765-285-1920, maheidemann@bsu.edu

Bruce Race, associate professor of professional practice, Indianapolis Center, 510-604-1709, brace@bsu.edu

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION, INFORMATION, AND MEDIA (CCIM)

Roger Lavery, dean, 765-285-6000, rlavery@bsu.edu

JOURNALISM

Michael Hanley, associate professor, 317-816-0842, mhanley@bsu.edu

Ryan Sparrow, instructor, 765-285-3560, rjsparrow@bsu.edu

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Phil Bremen, associate professor, 765-285-3556, pbremen@bsu.edu

Expert about: journalism, especially broadcast; foreign affairs (former international correspondent for NBC News); political communications.

Dom Caristi, professor, 765-285-1493, dgcaristi@bsu.edu

Expert about: media law and policy, international media
Chris Flook, lecturer, 765-730-0841, caflook@bsu.edu

Tim Pollard, chairperson, 765-285-1480, tpollard@bsu.edu

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Glen Stamp, chairperson, professor, 765-285-1882, gstamp@bsu.edu

CENTER FOR INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION SCIENCES (CICS)

Stephan Jones, director, 765-285-5930, sjones@bsu.edu

Robert Yadon, director of Applied Research Institute, director of Digital Policy Institute, professor, 765-285-1515, ryadon@bsu.edu

Expert about: digital policy, FCC policy, rural broadband

Frank Groom, professor, 765-285-1466, fmgroom@bsu.edu

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

Robert Kvam, dean, 765-730-6298, rkvam@bsu.edu

Michael O'Hara, associate dean, Sursa Distinguished Professor of Fine Arts, 765-285-5495, mohara@bsu.edu

SCHOOL OF ART

Arne Flaten, director, professor of art history, 765-285-5840, arflaten@bsu.edu

Expert about: Italian Renaissance, graphic novels, digital humanities

Michael Prater, associate director, associate professor, 765-285-5916, mprater@bsu.edu

Barbara Giorgio, coordinator of undergraduate advising, admissions and scholarships, assistant professor, 765-285-5841, bgiorgio@bsu.edu

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Rebecca Brauhn, assistant to the director, 765-285-5501, ribraun@bsu.edu

Ryan Hourigan, interim director, 765-285-5501, rmhourigan@bsu.edu
THEATRE AND DANCE

Bill Jenkins, chairperson, 765-285-8740, wjenkins@bsu.edu

Beth Turcotte, George and Frances Ball Distinguished Professor of Theatre, 765-285-5557, bturcott@bsu.edu

UNIVERSITY THEATRE

Kristin Ramsey, marketing director, box office supervisor, 765-285-8769, kramsey@bsu.edu

EMENS AUDITORIUM

Bob Myers, director, 765-285-1542, rmyers@bsu.edu

Kristi Chambers, assistant director of marketing and communications, 765-285-1544, kkchambers@bsu.edu

DAVID OWSELEY MUSEUM OF ART

Robert La France, director, 765-285-5242, lafrance@bsu.edu

Tania Said Schuler, director of education, 765-285-3372, tsaid@bsu.edu

COLLEGE OF SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

Mike Maggiotto, dean, 765-285-1042, mmaggiotto@bsu.edu

Jeffry Grigsby, associate dean, professor of geological sciences, 765-285-1042, jgrigsby@bsu.edu

ANTHROPOLOGY

Homes Hogue, chairperson, professor, 765-285-4845, shhogue@bsu.edu

BIOLOGY

Kem Badger, chairperson, 765-285-8820, kbadger@bsu.edu

Melody Bernot, associate professor, 765-285-8820, mjbernot@bsu.edu

Expert about: chemicals and water streams
Tim Carter, associate professor, 765-285-8842, tccarter@bsu.edu
Expert about: bats, deer

Cheryl LeBlanc, curator of the Dr. Joe and Alice Rinard Orchid Greenhouse, Wheeler-Thanhauser Orchid Collection and Species Bank/orchid research technician, 765-285-8839, cleblanc@bsu.edu

Mark Pyron, professor, fisheries and water assessment, 765-285-8852, mpyron@bsu.edu

CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND CRIMINOLOGY

Bryan Byers, professor, 765-285-5981, bbyers@bsu.edu
Expert about: cold cases; hate crimes/bias crimes; race, justice and community; prosecution; adult abuse; Indiana criminal justice history

Greg Morrison, chairperson, professor, 765-285-5979, morrisongb@bsu.edu
Expert about: police use of force, use of force training, and field performance

ENGLISH

Adam Beach, chair, 765-285-8584, arbeach@bsu.edu

Cathy Day, assistant chairperson of operations, associate professor, 765-285-8584, cday@bsu.edu

GEOGRAPHY

David Call, associate professor, 765-285-1768, dacall@bsu.edu
Expert about: weather

Petra Zimmermann, associate professor, 765-285-1617, pazimmermann@bsu.edu
Expert about: climatology, meteorology

HISTORY

Ron Morris, professor, 765-285-8720, rvmorris@bsu.edu
Expert about: interdisciplinary immersive learning experiences with community partners

Kevin Smith, chairperson, 765-285-8700, ksmith@bsu.edu
Expert about: U.S. diplomacy; World War II

Fred Suppe, associate professor, 765-285-8783, fsuppe@bsu.edu
Expert about: Celtic holiday traditions, including Halloween; medieval history; history of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales

Center for Middletown Studies

Jim Connolly, director, George and Frances Ball Distinguished Professor of History, 765-285-8037, jconnoll@bsu.edu
Expert on: urban studies, small cities

NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Amy Gregg, interim chairperson, associate professor of natural resources, 765-285-5781, algregg2@bsu.edu

James Eflin, professor, 765-285-2327, jeflin1@bsu.edu

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

Tom Jordan, chairperson, 765-285-8867, tjordan@bsu.edu

Ball State Observatory

Bob Berrington, director, associate professor, 765-285-8874, rberring@bsu.edu

Charles W. Brown Planetarium

Ron Kaitchuck, director, professor of physics and astronomy, 765-285-8871, rkaitchu@bsu.edu

PHYSIOLOGY AND HEALTH SCIENCE

Denise Seabert, chairperson, professor of health education, 765-285-5961, dseabert@bsu.edu

Jagdish Khubchandani, associate professor of community health education, 765-285-8345, jkhubchandan@bsu.edu
Expert about: public and community health, global health, disease prevention, health promotion

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Daniel Reagan, chairperson, professor, 765-285-8780, dreagan@bsu.edu
Expert about: congressional politics; media and politics; party politics and polarization; presidential-congressional relations
Brandon Waite, assistant professor, 765-285-8780, bcwaite@bsu.edu
Expert about: media and political campaigns

SOCIODY

Melinda Messineo, chairperson, associate professor, 765-285-5977, mmessine@bsu.edu
Expert about: representations of race, class, and gender in the media

SPEECH PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY

Mary Jo Germani, chairperson, 765-285-8162, mgermani@bsu.edu

MILLER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Jennifer Bott, interim dean, professor of management, 765-285-5323, jpbott@bsu.edu

Tammy Estep, director of external relations, 765-285-8311, testep@bsu.edu

Mike Goldsby, chief entrepreneurship officer, Stoops Distinguished Professor of Entrepreneurship, professor of management, 765-285-9002, mgoldsby@bsu.edu

Michael Hicks, director of the Center for Business and Economic Research, George and Frances Ball Distinguished Professor of Economics, 765-285-5926, mhicks@bsu.edu

TEACHERS COLLEGE

John Jacobson, dean, professor of elementary education, 765-285-5251, jejacobson@bsu.edu

James Stroud, associate dean, 765-285-3313, jstroud@bsu.edu

Jerrell Cassady, professor of psychology/educational psychology, 765-285-8522, jccassady@bsu.edu
Expert about: test anxiety

Matt Stuve, associate professor of educational psychology, director of the Center for Technology in Education, co-director of the Research Design Studio, 675-285-8500, mjstuve@bsu.edu
Expert about: assessment and learning management systems; K-12 classroom assessment design and technology strategic planning; teacher education assessment and technology; digital video for teaching, learning, and evaluation; grant writing
and project management; software development and human-computer interaction.

Susan Wilczynski, Plassman Family Distinguished Professor of Special Education and Applied Behavior Analysis, 765-285-5706, smwilczynski@bsu.edu
Expert about: autism

Eva Zygmunt, associate professor of elementary education, 765-285-5388, emzygmuntfil@bsu.edu
Expert about: community teaching, elementary education

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Marilyn Buck, dean, professor of physical education, 765-285-3716, mbuck@bsu.edu

LEARNING CENTER

Laura Helms, associate dean, director of academic systems, 765-285-8094, lhelms@bsu.edu

STUDENT ATHLETE SUPPORT SERVICES

Megan Walters, executive director, 765-285-5852, mewalters@bsu.edu

++++

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

Terry King, provost, executive vice president for academic affairs, 765-285-1333, tsking@bsu.edu
Can answer questions about: academic programs and policies, Faculty Senate, tenure

Angela Zahner, secretary to the provost, 765-285-1333, ajzahner@bsu.edu

ALUMNI

Jen Goins, associate vice president of alumni programs, Ball State University Foundation, 765-285-1085, jrgoins@bsu.edu

ATHLETICS

Michael Clark, associate director for strategic communications, 765-285-8904,
BUSINESS AFFAIRS

Bernard Hannon, vice president for business affairs, treasurer, 765-285-1033, bmhannon@bsu.edu

CAREER CENTER

Jim McAtee, director, 765-285-2420, jfmcatee@bsu.edu

COMMENCEMENT/REGISTRAR

Angie Cravens, commencement coordinator, 765-285-1689, adcravens@bsu.edu

Nancy Cronk, registrar, executive director of enrollment services, 765-285-1722, ncronk@bsu.edu

COUNSELING

Ellen Lucas, associate director of outreach and consultation, 765-285-1736, elucas@bsu.edu

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Marie Williams, associate vice president for human resources and administrative services, 765-285-3683, mywilliams@bsu.edu

ENROLLMENT

Chris Munchel, associate vice president of enrollment services, executive director of admissions and orientation, 765-285-8287, cmunchel@bsu.edu

Lindsey Speer, associate director of orientation and new student enrollment, 765-285-8290, lmspeer@bsu.edu

Can answer questions about: Academic profile of incoming class, demographics of incoming class, orientation

FACILITIES
**James W. Lowe**, associate vice president for facilities planning and management, 765-285-2805, jlowe@bsu.edu

**FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS**

**John McPherson**, executive director, assistant vice president for enrollment services, 765-285-8894, jmcphers@bsu.edu

**GOVERNMENT/COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT**

**Julie Halbig**, vice president for governmental relations and community engagement, 765-285-1664, jdalbig@bsu.edu

**GRADUATE PROGRAMS/RESEARCH**

**Marilyn Buck**, associate provost, interim associate provost for learning initiatives, 765-285-3716, mbuck@bsu.edu

**Bob Morris**, associate vice president for research, dean of the graduate school, 765-285-1300, rmorris@bsu.edu

**HEALTH CENTER**

**Deidre Dorman**, medical director, physician, 765-285-8431, ddorman@bsu.edu

**HOUSING AND RESIDENCE LIFE**

**Alan Hargrave**, associate vice president for student affairs, director of housing and residence life, 765-285-8011, ahargrav@bsu.edu

**Cindy Miller**, assistant director for marketing, communications and technology, 765-285-8013, cmiller@bsu.edu

**UNIVERSITY DINING**

**Suzanne Clem**, marketing coordinator, 765-285-1967, skclem@bsu.edu

**HUMAN RESOURCES**

**Kate Stoss**, director, 765-285-1847, kpstoss@bsu.edu
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Phil Repp, vice president for information technology, 765-285-1669, prepp@bsu.edu

DIGITAL CORPS

Brandon Smith, director of academic project support office, 765-285-4682, bhsmith@bsu.edu

ONLINE AND DISTANCE ED

Marilyn Buck, associate provost, interim associate provost for learning initiatives, 765-285-3716, mbuck@bsu.edu

Nancy Prater, director of marketing and communications, 765-285-9042, nprater@bsu.edu

ILEARN INTEGRATED LEARNING INSTITUTE

Joel Whitesel, director, 765-285-7200, jawhitesel@bsu.edu

PUBLIC SAFETY

Jim Duckham, director of public safety, chief of University Police Department, 765-285-1832, jaduckham@bsu.edu

Al Williams, associate director of public safety, UPD, 765-285-1210, agwilliams3@bsu.edu

Can answer questions about: crime statistics, criminal investigations, public safety matters, traffic-related items

STUDENT LIFE

Kay Bales, vice president for student affairs, dean of students, 765-285-5344, kbales@bsu.edu

Lauren Berger, assistant director of student life, oversees Excellence in Leadership, 765-285-2621, lberger@bsu.edu

Tom Gibson, associate vice president for student affairs, 765-285-3734, tjgibson@bsu.edu
Can answer questions about: student life programs, student organizations (e.g., SGA, Greek groups), Late Nite, Excellence in Leadership, Multicultural Center, Student Voluntary Services

DISABILITY SERVICES

Larry Markle, director, 765-285-5293, lmarkle@bsu.edu

INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY

Charlene Alexander, associate provost for diversity, 765-285-5316, calexander@bsu.edu

MULTICULTURAL CENTER

Ro-Anne Royer Engle, director of the Multicultural Center, 765-285-1344, raroyer@bsu.edu

RINKER CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

Imara Dawson, executive director, 765-285-5422, ivdawson@bsu.edu

STUDENT VOLUNTARY SERVICES

Laura Montoye, assistant director of student life, 765-285-2621, lcmontoye@bsu.edu

STUDENT REC CENTER

Dan Byrnes, director of recreation services, 765-285-8708, dpbyrnes@bsu.edu

Jason Adamowicz, associate director of recreation services, 765-285-2628, jadamowi@bsu.edu

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

John Straw, assistant dean for digital initiatives and special collections, 765-285-5078, jstraw@bsu.edu

VETERANS SERVICES

Kristi Hoerst, school certifying official, 765-285-5736, khoerst@bsu.edu